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Abstract

The impact of orthogonal signal correction (OSC) on the
prediction power of CoMFA models was studied using a
data set of 47 nitrobenzenes with toxicities (log 1/IC50)
towards the aquatic ciliates Tetrahymena pyriformis.
Comparative analyses of different data pre-treatments
shows that block unscaled weighting (BUW) results in
significantly better PLS models than no scaling, centering
or autoscaling for OSC. One OSC component is optimal

for the signal correction and reduces the X variance by
about 40%. While OSC yields improved calibration and
cross-validation statistics, standard CoMFA is superior
with respect to the external prediction power as evaluated
by models built from complementary subsets. Moreover,
external prediction reveals some cases of severe OSC
overfitting, which needs attention in future investigations.

1 Introduction

The toxicological profile of nitroaromatic compounds has
been under investigation since more than 40 years, with the

carcinogenic action of 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide being an
early example [1, 2]. In the industry, nitroaromatics are used
as synthesis components for dye stuffs, urethan polymers
and other plastics as well as for various bioactive products
such as insecticides, herbicides and pharmaceuticals [3].
Nowadays, nitroaromatic compounds are known as ubiq-
uitous environmental pollutants, mainly due to their for-
mation from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in combus-
tion processes of power plants and automobiles as well as in
reactions with tropospheric hydroxyl radical (OH .) and
nitrate radical (NO3

.) under natural environmental condi-
tions [4 ± 6].

As regards the bioactivity of nitroarenes in mammals,
mutagenicity [2, 7], carcinogenicity [8] and skin sensitization
[9, 10] are well documented, and modes of toxic action
towards fish, daphnids, ciliates and bacteria as well as algae
include polar narcosis [11, 12], oxidative uncoupling [12 ±
14], pro-electrophilic action [11, 12, 14 ± 16], oxidative stress
through redox cycling [12, 17, 18], and cytochrome P-450-
dependent monooxygenase induction via binding to the Ah
receptor [19].

According to recent QSAR studies, the acute aquatic
toxicity of nitrobenzenes is often enhanced as compared to
nonpolar narcosis [11, 12]. Besides an electrophilic SNAr
mechanism as discussed for skin-sensitizing halogenated
dinitrobenzenes [9, 10], this toxicity enhancement can be
traced back to the formation of electrophilic metabolites
such as nitrosoderivatives and hydroxylamines, after initial
one-electron reduction of the compounds to radical anions
[12]. Consequently, two-variable regression relationships
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LOO leave-1-out
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SEPext standard error of external predictions
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involving molecular hydrophobicity (log Kow, log Du
ow [12])

and some measure of electrophilicity (ELUMO, qnitro-N) have
been shown to model adequately the toxicity of data sets
covering different substitution patterns [11, 12].

A somewhat different aspect had been elucidated in
QSAR investigations of nitrobenzene and 46 monosubsti-
tuted derivatives with toxicities towards the aquatic ciliate
Tetrahymena pyriformis [16, 20].Here, representation of the
molecular properties by hydrophobicity corrected for
ionization (log Du

ow, cf. [12]) and either Swain-Lupton field
parameter [20] or CoMFA steric and electrostatic fields [16]
yielded similarQSARmodels for theortho andmeta subsets
and consequently also satisfactory regression statistics for
the combined subset of ortho andmeta derivatives including
nitrobenzene (r2� 0.92, SEC� 0.21, r2cv� 0.79, 3 PLS com-
ponents, with log Du

ow � 49.5%, CoMFA steric� 26.7%,
CoMFAelectrostatic� 23.8%).On the other hand, the para
subset including nitrobenzene required a separate treat-
ment with a significantly greater importance of hydro-
phobicity (r2� 0.74, SEC� 0.28, r2cv� 0.64, 1 PLS compo-
nent, with log Du

ow � 83.7%, CoMFA steric� 12.0%, CoM-
FA electrostatic� 4.3%). This contrasted with the expect-
ation fromphysical organic chemistry thatortho compounds
often differ frommeta and para compounds, suggesting that
para substitution might favour a different toxicological
route at least for someof the compoundsunder investigation
[16]. Another point of interest was the finding that the
CoMFA fields apparently covered a significant portion of
the bioreactivity pattern, and that there was no need to
address the metabolic activation explicitely [16].

The significantly smaller importance of theCoMFAsteric
and electrostatic components for the para-substituted nitro-
aromatics leads to the question, whether this was at least
partly caused by the standard variable-selection procedure
as implemented in the SYBYL package [21]. In the present
investigation,we study the impact of the recently introduced
orthogonal signal correction (OSC, [22]) on the predictive
ability of CoMFAmodels. OSC removes the variability of X
which is mathematically orthogonal to the target variable.
This reduction of orthogonal variability should provide PLS
modelswith a better predictive ability.OSCwas successfully
used for data pre-processing in multivariate calibration of
near-infrared spectra of the analytical samples and accord-
ing to its authors could be applicable also for 3D QSAR
studies [22]. In the meantime, different OSC algorithms
have been developed and comparatively analyzed [23, 24],
and there is also an application of OSC-PLS in the field of
classical QSAR [25].

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Set

The set of nitrobenzene and 46monosubstituted derivatives
including 12 ortho-, 14 meta- and 20 para-substituted
compounds is listed in Table 1 together with the associated

hydrophobicities (logDu
ow) and acute toxicities towards the

aquatic ciliate Tetrahymena pyriformis (log 1/IC50). The
ortho�meta data set is composed of all ortho- and meta-
substituted derivatives plus nitrobenzene. The para data set
is composed of all para-substituted derivatives plus nitro-
benzene. Hydrophobicity is quantified by the octanol/water
partition coefficient corrected for ionization at pH 7.35 in
logarithmic form [20]; in case of ionogenic compounds like
phenols and carboxylic acids, log Du

ow refers to the undis-
sociated compound fraction only [12]. The IC50 values
quantify the compound concentration inmmol/L that yields
50% growth inhibition of the ciliates during 48-h exposure
(see [20] for more details). The 3D molecular structures of
the compounds were taken from previous work [16] and
represent AM1-optimized geometries with atomic charges
(Coulston scheme) as calculated by the MOPAC package
[26].

2.2 Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA)

CoMFA is a 3DQSARmethod calculating molecular fields
for congeneric series of compounds aligned in a three
dimensional lattice [27], employing partial least-squares
(PLS) regression [28] for the QSAR model development.
For the present study, the following CoMFA parameters
were selected (cf. [16]): An sp3 carbon atom with charge�1
was used as probe atom, employing a grid size of 2.0 ä and a
total lattice size such that the cartesian coordinates of all
compounds were exceeded by at least 4.0 ä in all directions.
For the steric interaction energies, the van der Waals radii
built in the SYBYL package [21] were used, and the
electrostatic field was calculated from the AM1 net atomic
charges of the molecules. A cut-off value of 30 kcal/mol was
used for both the steric and electrostatic interaction
energies, and electrostatic interactions at grid points with
steric cut-off valueswere set to themeanof all non-excluded
electrostatic values. Unsubstituted nitrobenzene served as
reference compound for the alignment, aiming at a max-
imum overlap of its phenyl carbon atoms and its nitro
nitrogen with the corresponding atoms of all monosubsti-
tuted derivatives.
Data pre-treatment. Interaction energies with root-mean-

square values below 2.0 kcal/mol for a given lattice point
were excluded to reduce potential noise in the data. Three
possible data pre-treatments were tested: no-scaling, au-
toscaling and CoMFA standard scaling. The latter applies
autoscaling to the steric and electrostatic fields separately,
and in this way allocates to each of them as well as to any
additional variable (e.g. logDu

ow) the same initial weight for
the subsequent QSAR analyses. Only CoMFA standard
scaling resulted in satisfactory models.

2.3 Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC)

The OSC algorithm as implemented in SIMCA 8.0 (Ume-
Tri, Sweden) was used [22]. Two OSC components were
generated with every data set. The optimal number of OSC
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components for the final models was controlled by the
eigenvalues as recommended [22].
Data pre-treatment. Three possible data pre-treatments

on the original CoMFAmatrix were tested during OSC: no-
scaling, centering and autoscaling (scaling to unit variance).
The fourth pre-treatment used in this study was BUW
scaling. BUW data pre-treatment allocates different weight
factors to each block of variables in order to give to each
block the same initial weight in the model, without scaling
the variables within the blocks [29]. In this study, the first
block consisted of logDu

ow as single variable, and the second
and third block were composed of the CoMFA electrostatic
and steric descriptors. BUW was performed using the Q2
4.5.11 package (Multivariate Infometric Analysis, Italy),
and pre-treated data were imported to SIMCAwhere OSC
was performed with no additional pre-treatment. BUW
scaling resulted in models with superior predictions com-
pared to previous pre-treatments and was used for the
construction of final models reported in this study.

2.4 Validation

Internal validation of themodelswas performedusing cross-
validation [28]. In cross-validation, a model is calculated
with groups of objects omitted subsequently, followedby the
prediction of the target property for the omitted objects. In
case of leavingout one compound at a time (LOO� leave-1-
out) as applied here, the procedure is repeated until all
objects have been omitted once.

The recognition andprediction quality of themodelswere
evaluated as follows: The goodness of fit is characterized by
the squared correlation coefficient (r2) and the standard
error of calibration (SEC),

r2 � 1�
�
i

yfit
i � yobs

i

� �2
SS

�1�

SS �
�

i

yobs
i � ymeans

� �2 �2�

SEC �
�

i

yfit
i � yobs

i

� �2
N

� �1�2

�3�

where yfit
i , yobs

i and ymean denote the regression-fitted and
observed target values (here: log 1/IC50) and the observed
mean, and SS the sum of squares. The internal predictability
of the models is characterized by the cross-validated
squared correlation coefficient (r2cv) and the cross-validated
standard error of predictions (SEPcv),
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SS
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�
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Table 1. Nitrobenzenes with their hydrophobicities and acute
toxicities toward Tetrahymena pyriformis

No. Substituent log Du
ow

c log 1/ICd
50

ortho
1 2-Br a 2.468 0.863
2 2-C6H5

a 3.773 1.301
3 2-CH2OH b 0.567 �0.155
4 2-CH3

a 2.254 0.479
5 2-CHO b 1.502 0.174
6 2-Cl b 2.318 0.676
7 2-CN b 1.318 1.076
8 2-CONH2

a �0.010 �0.721
9 2-COOH b �3.572 �1.637

10 2-NH2
b 1.776 0.077

11 2-NO2
a 1.628 1.252

12 2-OH b 1.483 0.770
meta

13 3-Br b 2.748 1.215
14 3-C6H5

a 3.773 1.569
15 3-CH2OH b 0.847 �0.220
16 3-CH3

b 2.534 0.572
17 3-CHO a 1.502 0.140
18 3-Cl b 2.598 0.836
19 3-CN a 1.318 0.451
20 3-COCH3

b 1.486 0.317
21 3-CONH2

a 0.830 �0.193
22 3-COOH a �2.042 �1.089
23 3-NH2

a 1.306 0.026
24 3-NO2

a 1.628 0.762
25 3-OCH3

a 2.104 0.670
26 3-OH b 1.816 0.506

para
27 4-Br b 2.748 0.461
28 4-C2H5

b 3.063 0.804
29 4-CH2Cl a 2.447 1.180
30 4-CH2CN b 1.307 0.132
31 4-CH2OH a 0.847 0.101
32 4-CH3

a 2.534 0.796
33 4-CH�NOH a 1.868 0.678
34 4-CHO b 1.502 0.203
35 4-Cl b 2.598 0.559
36 4-CN a 1.318 0.569
37 4-CONH2

a 0.830 0.179
38 4-COOC2H5

b 2.549 0.710
39 4-COOCH3

b 2.016 0.398
40 4-COOH b �2.082 �0.862
41 4-F a 2.028 0.253
42 4-NHC6H5

b 4.011 1.886
43 4-NO2

b 1.628 1.301
44 4-OC2H5

a 2.633 0.829
45 4-OC4H9

b 3.691 1.420
46 4-OCH3

a 2.104 0.544
nitrobenzene

47 H a 1.885 0.350

a compounds in group1
b compounds in group2
c decadic logarithm of octanol/water partition coefficient correc-
ted for ionization at pH 7.35

d toxicity expressed as decadic logarithm of inverse inhibition
concentration [1/mmol/L]
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with PRESS denoting the predictive sum of squares (Eq. 5),
and ypred

i the predicted (not fitted) target value. Finally, the
external predictability was assessed by the correspondingly
defined external squared correlation coefficient (r2ext,
Eqs. 4 ± 5) and external standard error of prediction (SE-
Pext, Eq. 6).

The difference between calculating cross-validated and
external measures of predictability is that the former are
based on predicted values obtained for the objects which
were used for the model construction, while the latter refer
to target values of objects completely unknown to themodel
during its development. For simulating external validation,
the compounds were temporarily re-numbered according to
decreasing toxicity, and then subdivided into the groups of
odd-numbered (group1) and even-numbered (group2)
compounds (referring to the toxicity-ordered numbering).
Both group1 and group2 were used as training set and
external prediction set, respectively, making a total of two
validation runs.Group1 consisted of the compounds #1, 2, 4,
8, 11, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 41, 44,
46 and 47 (numbering according to Table 1), thus including
five (out of 12) ortho compounds, eight (out of 14) meta
compounds, nine (out of 20) para compounds and nitro-
benzene. Group2 is defined as the complementary subset,
consisting of the remaining 24 compounds. Note that the
toxicity means of group1 and group2 are almost identical
(0.48 and 0.47, respectively), such that problems in inter-
preting r2ext (Eq. 4) in the case of substantial differences
between training set mean and validation set mean are
avoided (cf. [30]).

The validity of CoMFA-OSC models for group1 and
group2 was further evaluated by performing permutation
tests, inwhich the toxicity datawere scrambledby arbitrarily
assigning them to the compounds [31, 32], resulting in
(partially)wrong allocations of toxicities to compounds. The
activity data were permuted 250 times (option random seed
in [33]) to generate scrambled toxicities y�, which in turn
were used for fitting and cross-validating separate QSAR

models, employing the (correctly allocated) molecular
descriptors x. Plots of the resultant r2(y�, x) and r2cv(y�, x)
values against the correlation coefficient between the
original values and the predicted values, r2(y�, y), visualize
the degree of chance correlation (see Figure 1 below).
According to currently available experience, intercepts of r2

� 0.3 and r2cv� 0.05 would indicate overfitting and over-
prediction, respectively [32].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 CoMFA

Thepreviously derivedCoMFAmodels [16] thatwere based
on standard scaling (separate scaling of steric and electro-
static blocks) proved to be superior to the alternative
options no-scaling and autoscaling. As mentioned above,
the best calibration and cross-validation statistics were
achieved for the subset of ortho and meta compounds (n�
27 including nitrobenzene), whilest both the para subset
(n� 21 including nitrobenzene) and the total set of 47
compounds yielded only moderate r2 and r2cv values (Ta-
ble 2).

FromTable 2 it canbe seen further that the subsets group1
(n� 23 including nitrobenzene) and group2 (n� 24) yielded
calibration and cross-validation results in between the ones
for ortho�meta and all. Interestingly, external prediction of
the group1 compound toxicities by the group2model and of
the group2 compound toxicities by the group1 model was
pretty good (both having r2ext� 0.73), and essentially equiv-
alent to the corresponding cross-validation statistics (r2cv�
0.74 and r2cv� 0.75, respectively).

Note further that the two PLSmodels withmore than one
latent variable (group1: 2 PLS components, ortho�meta: 3
PLS components) show significantly better calibration
statistics than the other models, while their r2cv values are
much lower than the respective r2 values and in fact similar
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Table 2. Comparison of final CoMFA and CoMFA-OSC models.

model r2 SEC r2cv SEPcv r2ext SEPext Ac

CoMFA
all 0.79 0.31 0.76 0.33 ± a ± a 1
group1 0.90 0.20 0.74 0.33 0.73 0.37 2
group2 0.79 0.33 0.75 0.40 0.73 0.31 1
ortho�meta 0.92 0.20 0.79 0.33 ± a ± a 3
para 0.74 0.28 0.64 0.35 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.83 0.26 0.74 0.35 0.73 0.34 ± a

CoMFA-OSC
all 0.98 0.12 0.97 0.14 ± a ± a 1
group1 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.08 0.71 0.39 1
group2 0.97 0.14 0.97 0.15 0.59 0.39 1
ortho�meta 0.98 0.10 0.98 0.11 ± a ± a 2
para 0.95 0.19 0.93 0.22 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.97 0.12 0.97 0.14 0.65 0.39 ± a

a not applicable
b number of components
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to the ones of the one-component PLSmodels. Similarly, r2ext
for group1 is significantly smaller than the goodnes of fit. It
indicates that the calibration profits much more from the
additional flexibility gained by the second and eventually
third PLS component than the prediction capability.

With respect to the number of latent variables involved,
comparison between group1 and group2 shows that the
smaller calibration error with group1 (2 PLS components) is
consistent with a greater external prediction error (SEPext:
0.37 vs. 0.31), since external prediction of group1 toxicites is
based on a 1-PLS-component model trained on group2.

Interestingly, the group1 and group2 models differ not
only in their calibration statistics, but also in the respective
hydrophobicity andCoMFAfield contributions: The group1
model with 2 PLS components is based on 51.1% log Du

ow,
28.2% CoMFA steric field and 20.7% CoMFA electrostatic
field, while the corresponding descriptor contributions to
the group2model (1 PLS component) are 71.7%, 20.6%and
7.6%, respectively. Comparison with the corresponding
factorizations for the ortho�meta and para models as
mentioned above suggests that the relative proportions of
hydrophobicity vs. CoMFA steric and electrostatic field are
driven more by the degree of model flexibility (# PLS
components) than by the substitution type (ortho�meta vs.
para). For some reason, both the group2 and para subsets
result in only 1 PLS component and an apparently associ-
ated dominance of log Du

ow for the respective models. It
follows that the mechanistic interpretation of relative
descriptor contributions to PLS models requires a careful
check of their possible variations with minor changes of the
number of PLS components. Unfortunately, CoMFA-OSC
did not allow a corresponding analysis of the descriptor
contributions in the software packages used for the analyses.

3.2 CoMFA-OSC models

Orthogonal signal correction followed by PLS analysis is
highly dependent on data pre-treatment, as is illustrated in
Table 3 for the pre-treatment options no scaling, centering,
autoscaling and BUW. When applying no scaling, calibra-
tion and internal prediction statistics of CoMFA-OSC
appear to be competitive with the ones from standard
CoMFA, yielding r2 and r2cv values of 0.87 to 0.96 and 0.85 to
0.93, respectively. However, evaluation of the external
prediction reveals that these CoMFA-OSC models are
likely to suffer from a severe overfitting. Apparently,
prediction of group1 toxicity from the group2 model and
vice versa is impossible (r2ext��0.41 and�0.76, respective-
ly). Note further that these results were achieved with one
latent variable only.

The situation with relatively high r2cv and extremely low r2

ext values is striking. Since the PLS model development is
usually guided by controlling the cross-validation perform-
ance (as was also done here), the present findings illustrate
that optimization of the internal prediction capability
according to the LOO scheme may in fact result in a
substantial memorizing of data set-specific features, such

that the true (external) prediction capability is unexpectedly
poor. While no scaling was clearly not the best pre-treat-
ment choice for CoMFA-OSC as discussed below, the sharp
contrast between satisfactory internal prediction and ran-
dom-like external prediction indicates shortcomings of
PLS-LOO when combined with powerful signal correction
techniques that needs further attention.

In this context, it is interesting to note that overtraining is
a well-known problem of nonlinear regression methods like
backpropagation neural networks (cf. [34]). With respect to
PLS-basedmodels, it has beenmentioned earlier that in case
of real-world data that are often clustered, LOO cross-
validation tends to be too optimistic [35]. Moreover, it was
shown that with increasing number of observations, the
predictive capability of models selected by LOO cross-
validation does not show the correct asymptotic trend [36].

Coming back to the present data set, the alternative pre-
treatment options centering and autoscaling also lead to
only poor modeling results (middle parts of Table 3), with
substantially lower r2cv values than when using no-scaling.
Apparently, autoscaling is not suited for pre-treating
CoMFA fields in the context of PLS model building, which
contrasts with other types of variables. On the other side,
application ofBUWpre-treatment yielded the best statistics
(lower part of Table 3). The goodness of fit is superior to
CoMFA, resulting in r2 and r2cv values of 0.95 to 0.99 and 0.93
to 0.99, respectively. All BUW models except ortho�meta
contain only on 1 PLS component, which reflects the ability
of OSC to reduce the dimensionality also in the context of
3D-QSAR.

The influence of individual OSC components on the final
regression statistics is summarized inTable 4.Only twoOSC
components were generated for each data set, since in all
cases the second component yielded an eigenvalue already
clearly below 2 that is considered as lower limit to ensure
sufficient statistical significance [22]. With the total data set
as well as with group1 and group2, the one OSC component
eliminated about 40% of the initial X variance, whilest the
orthogonal variance portionwith ortho�meta and parawas
50% and 25%, respectively. In accord with expectation,
OSC also lead to a significant reduction of the number of
latent variables.

The impact of OSC on the external prediction may vary
substantially, as can be seen when comparing group1 with
group2. For group1, only a slight decrease in r2ext is observed
with the first OSC component (from 0.72 to 0.71), whilest
group2 is subject to a significant decrease in its external
predictability from the other subset (r2ext: from 0.72 to 0.59;
SEPext: from 0.32 to 0.39). Apparently, some of the X
variance that was removed in the group1 OSC model
calibration contains information linearly related to the
group2 toxicity variation. By contrast, the OSC portion
eliminated in group2 is also almost orthogonal to the group1
toxicity variation. Inclusion of the second OSC component
increases r2 and r2cv and decreases SEC and SECcv for the
subsets group2, ortho�meta and para, but decreases r2ext for
both group1 and group2.
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Table 3. Influence of data pre-treatment on CoMFA-OSC models

model r2 SEC r2cv SEPcv r2ext SEPext Ac

no scaling
all 0.95 0.19 0.93 0.22 ± a ± a 1
group1 0.94 0.18 0.85 0.20 �0.41 0.86 1
group2 0.92 0.24 0.90 0.27 �0.76 0.80 1
ortho�meta 0.96 0.17 0.89 0.27 ± a ± a 2
para 0.87 0.30 0.85 0.32 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.93 0.22 0.88 0.26 �0.59 0.83 ± a

centering
all 0.90 0.22 0.64 0.73 ± a ± a 3
group1 ± b ± b ± b ± b ± b ± b ± b

group2 0.90 0.22 0.69 0.65 �0.81 0.82 2
ortho�meta ± b ± b ± b ± b ± a ± a ± b

para 0.74 0.28 0.54 0.97 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.85 0.24 0.62 0.78 �0.81 0.82 ± a

autoscaling
all 0.95 0.15 0.76 0.59 ± a ± a 4
group1 0.81 0.26 0.31 1.04 �2.01 1.25 1
group2 0.50 0.51 0.33 0.95 �0.72 0.80 1
ortho�meta ± b ± b ± b ± b ± a ± a ± b

para 0.83 0.23 0.75 0.71 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.77 0.29 0.54 0.82 �1.37 1.03 ± a

BUW
all 0.98 0.12 0.97 0.14 ± a ± a 1
group1 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.08 0.71 0.39 1
group2 0.97 0.14 0.97 0.15 0.59 0.39 1
ortho�meta 0.98 0.10 0.98 0.11 ± a ± a 2
para 0.95 0.19 0.93 0.22 ± a ± a 1
mean value 0.97 0.12 0.97 0.14 0.65 0.39 ± a

a not applicable
b no model obtained
c number of components

Table 4. Influence of signal correction on CoMFA-OSC models.

Data set Design r2 SEC r2cv SEPcv r2ext SEPext Ac %SSd Eige

all pre-treated model 0.86 0.31 0.83 0.34 ± b ± b 2 ± b ± b

1. OSCa 0.98 0.12 0.97 0.14 ± b ± b 1 60.64 18.50
2. OSC 0.98 0.10 0.98 0.12 ± b ± b 1 59.88 0.58

group1 pre-treated model 0.98 0.10 0.87 0.28 0.72 0.38 4 ± b ± b

1. OSCa 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.08 0.71 0.39 1 58.90 9.86
2. OSC 0.99 0.02 0.99 0.09 0.67 0.41 1 57.42 0.60

group2 pre-treated model 0.86 0.32 0.80 0.38 0.72 0.32 2 ± b ± b

1. OSCa 0.97 0.14 0.97 0.15 0.59 0.39 1 61.54 8.84
2. OSC 0.99 0.09 0.99 0.09 0.50 0.43 1 59.29 0.84

ortho�meta pre-treated model 0.94 0.21 0.86 0.30 ± b ± b 3 ± b ± b

1. OSCa 0.98 0.10 0.98 0.11 ± b ± b 2 75.52 5.14
2. OSC 0.99 0.05 0.99 0.08 ± b ± b 1 74.58 0.26

para pre-treated model 0.89 0.27 0.82 0.35 ± b ± b 2 ± b ± b

1. OSCa 0.95 0.19 0.93 0.22 ± b ± b 1 49.20 13.72
2. OSC 0.96 0.17 0.94 0.20 ± b ± b 1 46.64 1.40

a final CoMFA-OSC model
b not applicable
c number of components
d sum of squares remaining after OSC
e eigenvalue
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Coming back to Table 2, it can be seen that CoMFA-OSC
provides better calibration statistics as compared to stand-
ard CoMFA, with r2 values of 0.95 to 0.99 and SEC values of
0.05 to 0.19. Similarly, internal validation is better for
CoMFA-OSC, with r2cv values very close or even equal to r2,
and very low SEPcv values of 0.08 to 0.22 log units of toxicity.
With respect to the external prediction capability, however,
CoMFA-OSC is inferior to standard CoMFA for both
group1 (0.71 vs. 0.73) and group2 (0.59 vs. 0.73).

Interestingly, the group1 statistics are superior to the
group2 statistics (keeping in mind the special meaning of
r2ext); for both complementary subsets, COMFA-OSC mod-
eling results in only 1 PLS component. By contrast, standard
CoMFAyields a 2-variable model for group1, which in this
case might explain its much better fit for this subset (r2�
0.90) than for group2 (r2� 0.79) as indicated above.
Comparison of the CoMFA and CoMFA-OSC perform-
ances suggests that the poorer external prediction of group2
toxicities from the CoMFA-OSC group1model is due to its
reduced number of PLS components (s.a.).

Finally, the statistical validity of theCoMFA-OSCmodels
for the complementary subsets was evaluated by permuta-
tion tests. In Figure 1, r2 and r2cv referring to scrambled
response data y�, r2(y�, x) and r2cv(y�, x), are plotted against the
squared correlation coefficient between the permuted and
correctly allocated toxicities, r2(y�, y), which latter is a
convenient measure of the degree of scrambling. The left
and right plot (A and B) refer to group1 and group2,
respectively. As can be seen from the plots, the calibration
and internal prediction performance for models based on
permuted toxicities is clearly inferior to the r2 and r2cv values
of the models using the correctly allocated data (0.97 ± 0.99,
cf. Table 2). The intercepts of the r2(y�, x) and r2cv(y�, x)
regression lines are 0.04, �0.13 (group1) and 0.01, �0.10
(group2), respectively, and thus well below the above-
mentioned limits that would indicate some degree of chance
correlation.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of
orthogonal signal correction (OSC) on the prediction power
of CoMFA models. For this purpose, a data set of 47
nitroaromatics with ciliate toxicities (log 1/IC50) was com-
paratively analyzed using standard CoMFA (partly taken
from a previous study) and CoMFA-OSC. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first report of testing OSC in 3D QSAR
investigations.

CoMFA-OSC filtering significantly reduced the number
of PLS components, and at the same time improved the
quality of fit for the total data set as well as for judiciously
selected subsets (group1, group2, ortho�meta, para). With
regard to both the calibration and internal prediction
statistics, OSC was superior to standard CoMFA. By
contrast, however, the external prediction performance
was better for standard CoMFA than for OSC.

Intermediate results with apparently less suited data pre-
treatments in the context of CoMFA modeling (no scaling,
autoscaling) showed cases with OSC where the internal
prediction performance according to the leave-1-out pro-
cedurewas on a high level but in sharp contrast to a random-
like performance of the external prediction. These findings
suggest that even sophisticated variable selection proce-
dures may lead to a substantial overfitting, when the PLS
model to be developed is guided by leave-1-out cross-
validation. At present it is unclear how much these results
depended on the specific composition of the presently
analyzed data set. In any case, however, the simulated
external prediction based on complementary subsets
(group1, group2) as applied here offers a simple means to
arrive at a more realistic evaluation of the prediction
capability of regression models.
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Figure 1. Validation of the CoMFA-OSC models for group1 (A) and group2 (B) using the permutation test. The squared correlation
coefficients for models relating molecular descriptors x to permuted toxicities y× without and with cross-validation, r2(y�, x) and r2cv(y�, x),
are plotted against r2(y�, y) as measure for the degree of similarity between scrambled and correctly assigned toxicity values. Values of r2

(y�, x) are drawn as triangles and r2cv(y�, x) as squares with solid and broken regression lines, respectively. For both models, 250
permutations were performed.
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